Commander 2013 symbol

Commander is a common naval officer rank. Commander is also used as a rank or title in other
formal organizations, including several police forces. In several countries this naval rank is
termed frigate captain. Commander is also a generic term for an officer commanding any armed
forces unit, for example "platoon commander", "brigade commander" and "squadron
commander". In the police, terms such as "borough commander" and "incident commander"
are used. Commander is a rank used in navies but is very rarely used as a rank in armies. The
title, originally "master and commander," [1] originated in the 18th century to describe naval
officers who commanded ships of war too large to be commanded by a lieutenant but too small
to warrant the assignment of a post-captain and before about a sailing-master; the commanding
officer served as his own Master. In practice, these were usually unrated sloops-of-war of no
more than 20 guns. The Royal Navy shortened "master and commander" to "commander" in ;
however, the term "master and commander" remained unofficially in common parlance for
several years. A corresponding rank in some navies is frigate captain. Various functions of
commanding officers were also styled commandeur. In the navy of the Dutch Republic , anyone
who commanded a ship or a fleet without having an appropriate rank to do so, could be called a
Commandeur. This included ad hoc fleet commanders and acting captains
Luitenant-Commandeur. In the fleet of the Admiralty of Zealand however, commandeur was a
formal rank, the equivalent of Schout-bij-nacht rear-admiral in the other Dutch admiralties. The
Dutch use of the title as a rank lives on in the Royal Netherlands Navy , as the equivalent of
commodore. In the Royal Netherlands Air Force , however, this rank is known by the English
spelling of commodore which is the Dutch equivalent of the British air commodore. RAN
chaplains who are in divisions 1, 2 or 3 of five divisions have the equivalent rank standing of
commanders. This means that to officers and NCOs below the rank of commander, lieutenant
colonel, or wing commander, the chaplain is a superior. To those officers ranked higher than
commander, the chaplain is subordinate. Although this equivalency exists, RAN chaplains who
are in divisions 1, 2 or 3 do not actually wear the rank of commander, and they hold no
command privilege. It is senior to capitaine de corvette corvette captain , and junior to capitaine
de vaisseau ship-of-the-line captain. Though the modern rank is translated as "commander" in
English, its literal translation is "captain second rank". The rank is equivalent to that of a
commander in the U. The corresponding rank in the Polish Navy is komandor porucznik. In the
Russian Navy the equivalent rank to commander is "captain of the second rank". The rank was
introduced in Russia by Peter the Great in From the introduction of the Russian Table of Ranks
to its abolition in , "captain of the second rank" was equal to a court councillor, at the sixth level
out of 14 ranks. Until it was also conferred hereditary nobility on the holder. A commander in
the Royal Navy is above the rank of lieutenant commander , below the rank of captain , and is
equivalent in rank to a lieutenant colonel in the army. A commander may command a frigate ,
destroyer , submarine , aviation squadron or shore installation, or may serve on a staff. Since
the British Royal Air Force 's mid-rank officers' ranks are modelled on those of the Royal Navy ,
the term wing commander is used as a rank, and this is the equivalent of a lieutenant colonel in
the army or a commander in the navy. The rank of wing commander is above that of squadron
leader and below that of group captain. In the former Royal Naval Air Service , which was
merged with the Royal Flying Corps to form the Royal Air Force in , the pilots held
appointments as well as their normal ranks in the Royal Navy, and they wore insignia
appropriate to the appointment instead of the rank. A flight commander wore a star above a
lieutenant's two rank stripes, squadron commander wore two stars above two rank stripes less
than eight years' seniority or two-and-a-half rank stripes over eight years seniority , and wing
commander wore three rank stripes. The rank stripes had the usual Royal Navy curl, and they
were surmounted by an eagle. Commander ranks above lieutenant commander O-4 and below
captain O Commander is equivalent to the rank of lieutenant colonel in the other uniformed
services. Notably, it is the first rank at which the holder wears an embellished cap whereas
officers of the other military services are entitled to embellishment of similar headgear at O-4
rank. For instance, as in various small colonial settlements such as various Caribbean islands
commanding the garrison was the crux of the top job, the military title Commandeur could be
used instead of a civilian gubernatorial style, not unlike the Portuguese captain-major. In the
British Army , the term "commander" is officially applied to the non-commissioned officer in
charge of a section section commander , vehicle vehicle commander or gun gun commander ,
to the subaltern or captain commanding a platoon platoon commander , or to the brigadier
commanding a brigade brigade commander. Other officers commanding units are usually
referred to as the officer commanding OC , commanding officer CO , general officer
commanding GOC , or general officer commanding-in-chief GOC-C , depending on rank and
position, although the term "commander" may be applied to them informally. In the First Aid
Nursing Yeomanry commander is a rank equivalent to major. Commandeur as title of colonial

office was the case on the island of Tobago in the Dutch colony of Nieuw Walcheren. In the
Spanish Army , the Spanish Air Force and the marine infantry , the term commander is the literal
translation of comandante , the Spanish equivalent of a Commonwealth major. The Guardia Civil
shares the army ranks, and the officer commanding a house-garrison usually an NCO or a
lieutenant, depending on the size is addressed as the comandante de puesto post commander.
In the United States Army , the term "commander" is officially applied to the commanding
officer of army units; hence, there are company commanders , battalion commanders , brigade
commanders , and so forth. At the highest levels of U. In rank, a flight commander is typically a
lieutenant or captain , a squadron commander is typically a major or lieutenant colonel , a group
commander is typically a colonel , and a wing commander is typically a senior colonel or a
brigadier general. In NASA spacecraft missions since the beginning of Project Gemini , one
crew member on each spacecraft is designated as mission commander. The commander is the
captain of the ship, and makes all real-time critical decisions on behalf of the crew and in
coordination with the Mission Control Center MCC. The title of aircraft commander is used in
civil aviation to refer to the pilot in command commonly referred to as "captain", which is
technically an airline rank and not related to the commander's role on board the aircraft. Within
the British police , Commander is a chief officer rank in the two police forces responsible for
law enforcement within London , the Metropolitan Police and City of London Police. In both
forces, the rank is senior to chief superintendent ; in the Metropolitan Police it is junior to
deputy assistant commissioner and in the City of London Police it is junior to assistant
commissioner. In forces outside London, the rank equates to assistant chief constable which
bears the same insignia. The Metropolitan Police introduced the rank in , after the rank of
deputy assistant commissioner was split in two, with senior DACs keeping that rank and title
and junior DACs being regraded as commanders. The Metropolitan Police also used the rank of
deputy commander , ranking just below that of commander, between and However, the officers
do not hold the rank of commander but instead hold the rank of chief superintendent. Prior to
organisational change merging boroughs in to BCU's, officers in charge of policing each of the
London's boroughs were given the title "borough commander". A previous exception to this
was the borough commander of Westminster , who held the rank of commander due to the size,
complexity, and high-profile nature of the borough. The Metropolitan Police Service announced
that by Summer the rank would be phased out, along with that of chief inspector. The rank
badge worn by a commander or an assistant chief constable consists of crossed tipstaves
within a wreath. Within the Metropolitan Police Service, the tips of the tipstaves are blue and not
red, unlike other forces. Until the abolition of the rank of deputy commander in , however, a
commander wore the same badge of rank as a deputy assistant commissioner. The insignia
consists of a crown over three bath stars in a triangular formation, equivalent to a brigadier in
the army. In all four forces, it is junior to the rank of assistant commissioner , and senior to the
rank of chief superintendent , with the exception of Western Australia and Victoria where it is
senior to the rank of superintendent. In New South Wales the position of commander is instated
to officers usually superintendents in charge of a command or unit. Some large police
departments and sheriff's offices in the US have a commander rank. Most commonly, this is the
next rank above captain. In others, such as the Phoenix Police Department and Saint Paul
Police Department , a commander rank is the next rank above lieutenant, and is equivalent to
captain. The Metropolitan Police Department of the District of Columbia also uses the rank of
commander, which is a grade above inspector and two grades above captain. The insignia worn
is usually a gold oak leaf equivalent to an army major. It may alternatively be a silver oak leaf
equivalent to an army lieutenant colonel or one or more stars. Commander is also used as a title
in certain circumstances, such as the commander of a squad of detectives, who would usually
be of the rank of lieutenant. In the Incident Command System the incident commander is in
charge of the response to an emergency. The title may pass from person to person as the
incident develops. The title of commander is used in chivalric orders such as the Sovereign
Military Order of Malta for a member senior to a knight. The title of knight commander is often
used to denote an even higher rank. These conventions are also used by most of the
continental orders of chivalry. The United Kingdom uses different classifications. In most of the
British orders of knighthood, the grade of knight or dame commander is the lowest grade of
knighthood, but is above the grade of companion which does not carry a knighthood. In the
Royal Victorian Order and the Order of the British Empire , the grade of commander is senior to
the grade of lieutenant or officer, but junior to that of knight or dame commander. From
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Shard -colored commanders , Command zone interaction, Curses. C13 [1]. Commander's
Arsenal. Born of the Gods. The Perfect Gift. Derevi, Empyrial Tactician. Oloro, Ageless Ascetic.
Jeleva, Nephalia's Scourge. Prossh, Skyraider of Kher. Marath, Will of the Wild [9]. Each deck
has a shard-colored legendary creature that is the designated commander for the deck they
appear in. Some may have an ETB ability that gets stronger every time the commander is cast
again, or an ability that otherwise directly interacts with the command zone. Roon of the Hidden
Realm. Sydri, Galvanic Genius. Nekusar, the Mindrazer. Shattergang Brothers. Gahiji, Honored
One. Each deck has a shard-colored legendary creature that can be used as an alternative
commander. Rubinia Soulsinger. Sharuum the Hegemon. Sek'Kuar, Deathkeeper. Mayael the
Anima. Each deck has a shard-colored legendary creature that is a reprint. This creature can
also be used as an alternative commander. Bant Panorama. Esper Panorama. Grixis Panorama.
Jund Panorama. Naya Panorama. Each deck has a panorama from Shards of Alara of the shard
associated with that color combinatination. Seaside Citadel. Arcane Sanctum. Crumbling
Necropolis. Savage Lands. Jungle Shrine. Each deck has the shardland from Shards of Alara of
the shard associated with that color combination. Secluded Steppe. Lonely Sandbar. Barren
Moor. Forgotten Cave. Tranquil Thicket. All five cycling lands from Onslaught are represented in
the decks. Curse of the Forsaken. Curse of Inertia. Curse of Shallow Graves. Curse of Chaos.
Curse of Predation. Each deck has access to the three of the five curses. Tempt with Glory.
Tempt with Reflections. Tempt with Immortality. Tempt with Vengeance. Tempt with Discovery.
Azorius Guildgate. Dimir Guildgate. Rakdos Guildgate. Gruul Guildgate. Selesnya Guildgate.
Orzhov Guildgate. Izzet Guildgate. Golgari Guildgate. Boros Guildgate. Simic Guildgate. All ten
guildgates from the Return to Ravnica block are represented in the decks. Marath, Will of the
Wild. Classic border sets. Modern border sets. M15 border sets. Special sets. Additional
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you. At the beginning of your upkeep, you may exile target artifact or enchantment. If you do, its
controller gains control of Act of Authority. They can't be the targets of spells or abilities.
Reveal the top four cards of your library. You may put a creature card from among them onto
the battlefield. It gains "At the beginning of your end step, return this creature to its owner's
hand. Counter target spell. Its controller may draw up to two cards at the beginning of the next
turn's upkeep. Instant and sorcery spells cost less to cast. Flashback You may cast this card
from your graveyard for its flashback cost. Then exile it. When Augur of Bolas enters the
battlefield, look at the top three cards of your library. You may reveal an instant or sorcery card
from among them and put it into your hand. Put the rest on the bottom of your library in any
order. Whenever Augury Adept deals combat damage to a player, reveal the top card of your
library and put that card into your hand. You gain life equal to its converted mana cost. When
Azorius Herald enters the battlefield, sacrifice it unless was spent to cast it. When Bane of
Progress enters the battlefield, destroy all artifacts and enchantments. Then shuffle your library.
Cycling , Discard this card: Draw a card. At the beginning of each end step, each player gains
control of all nontoken permanents they own. At the beginning of your upkeep, choose target
nonland permanent you control and up to two target nonland permanents you don't control.
Destroy one of them at random. At the beginning of your upkeep, return an instant or sorcery
card at random from your graveyard to your hand. Whenever Charnelhoard Wurm deals damage
to an opponent, you may return target card from your graveyard to your hand. At the beginning
of your end step, you may exile target creature you control, then return that card to the
battlefield under your control. Each deals damage equal to its power to the other. Whenever you
gain life, you may pay. Echo At the beginning of your upkeep, if this came under your control
since the beginning of your last upkeep, sacrifice it unless you pay its echo cost. Target
opponent sacrifices a creature, discards three cards, then loses 5 life. You return a creature
card from your graveyard to your hand, draw three cards, then gain 5 life. Search your library
for up to two basic land cards, reveal those cards, and put one onto the battlefield tapped and
the other into your hand. Whenever a player attacks enchanted player with one or more
creatures, that attacking player may discard a card. If the player does, they draw a card.
Whenever a player attacks enchanted player with one or more creatures, that attacking player

may tap or untap target permanent of their choice. Vanishing 3 This creature enters the
battlefield with three time counters on it. At the beginning of your upkeep, remove a time
counter from it. When the last is removed, sacrifice it. When Deadwood Treefolk enters the
battlefield or leaves the battlefield, return another target creature card from your graveyard to
your hand. Destroy all creatures. They can't be regenerated. Draw a card for each creature
destroyed this way. Flashbackâ€” , Pay 3 life. You may cast this card from your graveyard for its
flashback cost. Whenever Derevi, Empyrial Tactician enters the battlefield or a creature you
control deals combat damage to a player, you may tap or untap target permanent. All creatures
gain fear until end of turn. Whenever Diviner Spirit deals combat damage to a player, you and
that player each draw that many cards. You can't activate this ability during combat. If it's a land
card, put that card onto the battlefield under your control. If it's a noncreature, nonland card,
you gain 2 life. At the beginning of your end step, if you control a creature with power 5 or
greater, you may draw a card. When Dungeon Geists enters the battlefield, tap target creature
an opponent controls. That creature doesn't untap during its controller's untap step for as long
as you control Dungeon Geists. Level up : Put a level counter on this. Level up only as a
sorcery. You may choose new targets for the copy. You may choose new targets for the copies.
Activate this ability only during your upkeep. Plainscycling , Discard this card: Search your
library for a Plains card, reveal it, put it into your hand, then shuffle your library. When Eye of
Doom enters the battlefield, each player chooses a nonland permanent and puts a doom
counter on it. It's still a land. When Farhaven Elf enters the battlefield, you may search your
library for a basic land card, put it onto the battlefield tapped, then shuffle your library.
Whenever Fell Shepherd deals combat damage to a player, you may return to your hand all
creature cards that were put into your graveyard from the battlefield this turn. When Fiend
Hunter leaves the battlefield, return the exiled card to the battlefield under its owner's control.
Fiery Justice deals 5 damage divided as you choose among any number of targets. Target
opponent gains 5 life. This spell costs more to cast for each target beyond the first. All Results.
Search Criteria Updating search parameters None yet. Ascending Descending. Refine Search.
Standard Compact Checklist Visual Spoiler. When Acidic Slime enters the battlefield, destroy
target artifact, enchantment, or land. Act of Authority 3 Enchantment When Act of Authority
enters the battlefield, you may exile target artifact or enchantment. Akoum Refuge 0 Land
Akoum Refuge enters the battlefield tapped. When Akoum Refuge enters the battlefield, you
gain 1 life. Annihilate 5 Instant Destroy target nonblack creature. It can't be regenerated. Draw a
card. Arcane Denial 2 Instant Counter target spell. You draw a card at the beginning of the next
turn's upkeep. Arcane Melee 5 Enchantment Instant and sorcery spells cost less to cast. Arcane
Sanctum 0 Land Arcane Sanctum enters the battlefield tapped. Armillary Sphere 2 Artifact , ,
Sacrifice Armillary Sphere: Search your library for up to two basic land cards, reveal them, put
them into your hand, then shuffle your library. Azorius Chancery 0 Land Azorius Chancery
enters the battlefield tapped. When Azorius Chancery enters the battlefield, return a land you
control to its owner's hand. When Azorius Herald enters the battlefield, you gain 4 life. Azorius
Keyrune 3 Artifact : Add or. Bant Panorama 0 Land : Add. Barren Moor 0 Land Barren Moor
enters the battlefield tapped. Basalt Monolith 3 Artifact Basalt Monolith doesn't untap during
your untap step. Shuffle Blue Sun's Zenith into its owner's library. Bojuka Bog 0 Land Bojuka
Bog enters the battlefield tapped. When Bojuka Bog enters the battlefield, exile all cards from
target player's graveyard. Boros Garrison 0 Land Boros Garrison enters the battlefield tapped.
When Boros Garrison enters the battlefield, return a land you control to its owner's hand.
Borrowing , Arrows 3 Sorcery Draw a card for each tapped creature target opponent controls.
Brilliant Plan 5 Sorcery Draw three cards. Carnage Altar 2 Artifact , Sacrifice a creature: Draw a
card. Command Tower 0 Land : Add one mana of any color in your commander's color identity.
Conjurer's Closet 5 Artifact At the beginning of your end step, you may exile target creature you
control, then return that card to the battlefield under your control. Contested Cliffs 0 Land : Add.
Cradle of Vitality 4 Enchantment Whenever you gain life, you may pay. When Crater Hellion
enters the battlefield, it deals 4 damage to each other creature. Crawlspace 3 Artifact No more
than two creatures can attack you each combat. Cruel Ultimatum 7 Sorcery Target opponent
sacrifices a creature, discards three cards, then loses 5 life. Crumbling Necropolis 0 Land
Crumbling Necropolis enters the battlefield tapped. Cultivate 3 Sorcery Search your library for
up to two basic land cards, reveal those cards, and put one onto the battlefield tapped and the
other into your hand. Curse of Chaos 3 Enchantment â€” Aura Curse Enchant player Whenever
a player attacks enchanted player with one or more creatures, that attacking player may discard
a card. Curse of Inertia 3 Enchantment â€” Aura Curse Enchant player Whenever a player
attacks enchanted player with one or more creatures, that attacking player may tap or untap
target permanent of their choice. Curse of the Forsaken 3 Enchantment â€” Aura Curse Enchant
player Whenever a creature attacks enchanted player, its controller gains 1 life. Darksteel Ingot

3 Artifact Indestructible : Add one mana of any color. You gain X life. Decree of Pain 8 Sorcery
Destroy all creatures. Deep Analysis 4 Sorcery Target player draws two cards. Dirge of Dread 3
Sorcery All creatures gain fear until end of turn. When you cycle Dirge of Dread, you may have
target creature gain fear until end of turn. Dismiss 4 Instant Counter target spell. Drifting
Meadow 0 Land Drifting Meadow enters the battlefield tapped. Druidic Satchel 3 Artifact , :
Reveal the top card of your library. Esper Panorama 0 Land : Add. Evolving Wilds 0 Land ,
Sacrifice Evolving Wilds: Search your library for a basic land card, put it onto the battlefield
tapped, then shuffle your library. Eye of Doom 4 Artifact When Eye of Doom enters the
battlefield, each player chooses a nonland permanent and puts a doom counter on it. Faerie
Conclave 0 Land Faerie Conclave enters the battlefield tapped. Famine 5 Sorcery Famine deals
3 damage to each creature and each player. Fecundity 3 Enchantment Whenever a creature
dies, that creature's controller may draw a card. Fiery Justice 3 Sorcery Fiery Justice deals 5
damage divided as you choose among any number of targets. Fireball 1 Sorcery This spell
costs more to cast for each target beyond the first. Fireball deals X damage divided evenly,
rounded down, among any number of targets. Fires of Yavimaya 3 Enchantment Creatures you
control have haste. All Rights Reserved. So, what is that light on your dashboard? The following
are warning lights and indicators found in vehicles built by Jeep. Click a link to learn more
about each one. They are roughly ordered by importance, which tends to be by color red,
amber, yellow, orange, green, blue, gray , but there are over 80 of them so be patient!
Remember that only proper service and repair procedures will ensure the safe and reliable
operation of your car. These posts are for information sharing purposes only, and should not be
used in lieu of an OEM service manual or factory authorized service procedure. We are not in
the auto repair business nor do we publish automotive service manuals. Nothing we include on
these pages and posts has been reviewed, approved or authorized by any vehicle manufacturer.
Technology is always changing and what is current and accurate today may be literally
out-of-date and inaccurate tomorrow. And when it comes to the current state of flux in the auto
industry, nothing is more true. Made with by Graphene Themes. Toggle search form Search for:.
Toggle navigation DashboardSymbols. Jeep Warning Lights and Symbols So, what is that light
on your dashboard? Related posts. Search for:. Charge system trouble indicator -- click for
more. Brake trouble indicators -- click for more. Oil warning lights -- click for more. Engine
temperature indicator -- click for more. Transmission oil temperature indicator -- click for more.
Transmission fault indicator -- click for more. Seat belt reminder -- click for more. Air bag
warning indicator -- click for more. Security indicator -- click for more. Immobilzer fault indicator
-- click for more. Electronic power steering fault indicator -- click for more. Electric Park brake
trouble indicator -- click for more. Door or gate ajar indicators -- click for more. Low coolant
indicator -- click for more. Low washer fluid indicator -- click for more. Electronic throttle control
indicator -- click for more. Speed warning indicator -- click for more. Active speed limiter
indicator -- click for more. Slippery conditions indicator -- click for more. Check engine light -click for more. Sway bar fault indicator -- click for more. Glow plug indicator -- click for more.
Low diesel exhaust fluid indicator -- click for more. Water in fuel indicator -- click for more.
Loose gas cap indicator -- click for more. Low fuel indicator -- click for more. Fuel shut off
indicators -- click for more. Stability control indicator -- click for more. Stability control off
indicator -- click for more. Tire pressure monitor indicator -- click for more. Anti-lock brake
system fault indicator -- click for more. Start stop system fault indicator -- click for more.
KeySense indicator -- click for more. Sound system fault indicator -- click for more. Auto start
stop system indicators -- click for more. Sport mode indicators
43 vortec rebuild manual
ktm 640 adventure wiring diagram
1998 honda foreman 400 4x4 parts
-- click for more. Drive mode indicators -- click for more. Valet mode indicator -- click for more.
Tow mode indicators -- click for more. Axle lock indicators -- click for more. More axle lock
indicators -- click for more. Suspension setting indicators -- click for more. More suspension
setting indicators -- click for more. Yet more suspension setting indicators -- click for more.
Even more suspension setting indicators -- click for more. Grade and terrain assist indicators -click for more. Forward collision alert indicators -- click for more. Lane sense indicators -- click
for more. Cruise control indicators -- click for more. Adaptive cruise control indicators -- click
for more. More adaptive cruise control indicators -- click for more. Cargo light on indicator -click for more. Auto high beam indicator -- click for more. Fog lamp indicator -- click for more.
Park lamps on indicator -- click for more. Turn signal indicator -- click for more. High beam
indicator -- click for more.

